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Chapter 8

Derivation of Quantum 
Associative Network 
from Hopfield-Like 

ANN and HNeT

8.1 CONNECTIONIST SIMULATIONS APPLIED FOR QUANTUM 
DYNAMICS

In Chapter 7, I have presented in detail how and where the mathematical formalism 
of associative ANN models by Hopfield and Haken is analogous to the mathemati-
cal formalism of quantum theory. In this Auxil. Chapter, I derive from associative 
ANN in a straight-forward way an original and fundamental quantum information 
processing model, or “algorithm”, called the Quantum Associative Network. The 
initial ANN “algorithm” is presented first (sec. 8.2). It was chosen, because it is 
simple but nevertheless effective, technically realizable, and roughly (on global scale) 
biologically plausible, as a convenient one for presenting ANN-like and HNeT-like 
quantum information dynamics at a fundamental level.
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The statement on rough biological plausibility needs justification. The “algorithm” 
is relatively biologically plausible on the level of uniform, bi-directionally densely-
interconnected network of some physiological units or formal neurons. As discussed 
in sec. 6.5, the neo-cortex globally meets such a description. Formal “neurons” 
could even be whole cortical (mini)columns. Additionally to such a macroscopic 
level, the “algorithm” is even much more implementable on the microscopic level 
of synapto-dendritic nets.

The Hopfield ANN model is mathematically equivalent to the theory of spin-
glass systems (i.e., amorphous assemblies of spins or small “magnets”) (Mezard, 
Parisi & Virasoro, 1987; AuxLit 14). Spins are fundamental in (quantum) physics. 
Magnetic dipoles are considered as “macroscopic” spins. Electric dipoles, which 
are used in the holonomic theory (Pribram, 1991, Appendices with Jibu & Yasue), 
exhibit very similar collective dynamics. So, the present starting “algorithm” is 
potentially plausible for modelling the mentioned levels of the multi-level image 
processing in V1, but it must be properly constrained as discussed in section 4.6.

By extensive simulations of the quantum-implementable Hopfield-like ANN 
model and its generalizations using various concrete data sets, we have effectively 
realized parallel-distributed content-addressable memory, selective associative 
reconstruction of image-like patterns memorized in a compressed form.1 We have 
found that the results depend very much on the correlation structure of a specific 
set of input patterns. In other words, beside the “hardware” (implementation) and 
the “software” (“algorithm”), also the “virtual software” (i.e., the input-data corre-
lation structure) is essential. In sec. 8.5, results of my computational “recognition” 
of protein-patterns are briefly presented to show very successful performance of 
this “algorithm”.

In the next section, I will present conventional associative ANN in a form which 
will be in sec. 8.4 translated to quantum formalism in a straight-forward way. I will 
start from a Hopfield-like ANN model in the approximation of linear activation 
function (central, “non-saturated” section of the tangens-hyperbolicus-like sigmoid 
function), because this is sufficient for associative processing and memory-storage, 
and suitable for our aim to implement information dynamics in a natural quantum 
system. Image processing is the most successful special case of the “algorithm’s” 
application.

8.2 ASSOCIATIVE NEURAL NETWORKS

From now on, the terms like neural, neuron, synaptic connections, memory, asso-
ciation, learning, recognition, etc., will always be used in the formal sense of the 
present artificial neural net (ANN) theory.
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